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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

Acquisition and Appraisal Information
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Processing Note
Slides with broken glass were disassembled.
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Don Horter Photographs, B2013.006
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SUBJECTS
Hopkins, Leonard, 1895-1988
Branham, Bud
Petersen, Ray I., 1912-2008
Northern Consolidated Airlines
Airlines—Alaska
Airplanes—Alaska
Fishing—Alaska
Fisheries—Alaska
Tourism—Alaska
Katmai National Park and Preserve (Alaska)
Aniak (Alaska)
Fairbanks (Alaska)
Ketchikan (Alaska)
Kotzebue (Alaska)
Nulato (Alaska)
Sleetmute (Alaska)
Lake George (Alaska)

Detailed Description of the Collection

B1
.1 – Alaska ‘48 (H) – Brooks, Poppa & Mama Hopkins [Leonard and Marion Hopkins holding fishing rods at Brooks Camp, standing in front of tent]
.2 – Alaska ‘48 (H) – Brooks, Marion & Fred setting up tackle [Marion Hopkins and man smoking cigarette preparing fishing rods at Brooks Camp, standing in front of tent]
.3 – Alaska ‘48 – Brooks, Marion stringing rod [Marion Hopkins posed holding fishing line above head, standing in front of tents]
.4 – Alaska ‘48 – Brooks (H), Marion landing small trout [Marion Hopkins angling in river. Removed from broken mount]
.5 – Alaska ‘48 – Brooks (H), Marion landing small trout [Marion Hopkins angling in river. Removed from broken mount]
.6 – Alaska ‘48 – Brooks, Marion after losing fish [Marion Hopkins looking sad, standing in river, man standing at left]
.7 – Alaska ‘48 (H) – Brooks, Marion at meadow pool [distant view of Marion Hopkins fishing]
.8 – Alaska ‘48 – Brooks, Fred & Larry, latter with fish on [two men fishing below Brooks Falls]
.9 – Alaska ‘48 – Fred admiring rainbow below falls [man holding fish, standing in river]
.10 – Alaska '48 – Brooks, Fred playing one below falls [man with fish online standing in river, salmon jumping falls in background]

.11 – Alaska '48 – Brooks, Hugh landing fish [three men angling in river, Hugh Doherty in foreground taking fish off line. Doherty was a member of the Anchorage Chamber of Commerce]

.12 – Alaska '48 – Brooks, Hugh & Russ in stream [Russ Sprague and Hugh angling in river. Russell Sprague was a magistrate from New York State]

.13 – Alaska '48 – Brooks, Russ playing fish [Russ Sprague angling in river. Removed from broken mount]

.14 – Alaska '48 (H) – Brooks, Leonard the two-rod man [Leonard Hopkins standing on riverbank holding two fishing rods]

.15 – Alaska '48 – Brooks, Len & Russ at work [three men angling in river]

.16 – Alaska '48 – Brooks, Russ and Len in stream [Russ Sprague and Len Hall angling in river. Leonard Hall was a congressman from New York State. Petersen was lobbying Sprague and Hall to support a civilian airport for Anchorage. See Bennett, Rods & Wings]

.17 – Alaska '48 – Brooks, Len Hall ready to go [man posed holding fishing rod, standing in front of tail of airplane]

.18 – Alaska '48 – Brooks, Len Hall with catch [two men walking along riverbank, one with fish on line]

.19 – Alaska '48 – Brooks, Otto fishing near outlet [man smoking cigarette, angling from riverbank]

.20 – Alaska ’48 (H) – Brooks, Larry with river mackinaw [man standing in river holding lake trout on line]

.21 – Alaska ’47 – Brooks Lake (River), Don with trout. An Eden amid endless waste & mud [possibly Don Horter wearing hip waders and camera around neck, holding fish, standing in river]

.22 – Alaska ’48 (H) – Brooks, Big Bend pool [distant view of four people angling in river]

.23 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, Larry & Fred resting [two men sitting on steep riverbank]


.25 – Alaska ’47 – Brooks Lake, Leonard & Bud resting after day’s fishing [Leonard Hopkins and Bud Branham sitting outside tent]

.26 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks (H), group resting on bank [two men and woman on steep riverbank, camera on tripod in background, possibly Marion Hopkins]

.27 – Alaska ’48 (H) – Brooks, camp at outlet [distant view of Marion Hopkins and three men standing next to tents along river]

.28 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, camp at outlet [Marion Hopkins and five men standing next to tents along river, Bud Branham second from left]

.29 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks (H), camp at outlet [distant view of man standing next to tents along river, Grumman Widgeon amphibious airplane at right, possibly Bud Branham]

.30 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks (H), camp at outlet [people setting out from tents along riverbank]

.31 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, at rainbow headquarters [distant view of two men angling from riverbank]
.32 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, downstream from weir [weir in foreground, men angling in river in background, airplane with hard landing in weeds on riverbank at right]
.33 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks (H), salmon leaping falls
.34 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, salmon leaping falls
.35 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, 3 salmon at once!
.36 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, salmon leaping falls
.37 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, salmon leaping falls
.38 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, salmon leaping at camera
.39 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, salmon leaping falls
.40 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, view of leaping salmon from bank
.41 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, view of leaping salmon from bank
.42 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, salmon leaping falls
.43 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, falls from west side [man standing next to tripod visible on far riverbank]
.44 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, falls from west side
.45 – Alaska ’48 – Brooks, falls from west side [man standing next to tripod visible on far riverbank]
.46 – Alaska ’47 – Typical Brooks River rainbow [man wearing hip waders crouching next to fish on gravel bank, fishing rod on ground]
.47 – Alaska ’48 – Coville Lake, Johnny Walatka & Russ Sprague [two men resting on riverbank next to wood for camp fire]
.48 – Alaska ’48 – Coville, Russ playing trout [Russ Sprague and man angling in river. Removed from broken mount]
.49 – Alaska ’48 – Coville Lake, Bud fishing inlet [Bud Branham angling from gravel bank]
.50 – Alaska ’48 – Coville Lake, Bud landing rainbow [Bud Branham reaching down to grab fish on line]
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.51 – Alaska ’48 – Coville Lake, Bud landing rainbow [Bud Branham reaching down to grab fish on line]
.52 – Alaska ’48 – Coville Lake, Bud Branham in heaven [Bud Branham wearing sunglasses, angling near gravel shore]
.53 – Alaska ’48 – Coville Lake, Bud Branham in heaven [Bud Branham posed with fishing rod]
.54 – Alaska ’48 – Bud with 2 beauties at Coville Lake [Bud Branham holding two fish, leaning on tail of Grumman Widgeon airplane]
.55 – Alaska ’48 – Nonwhyenuk, Rudy admiring rainbow [man holding fish on shore of Nonvianuk Lake]
.56 – Alaska ’48 – Nonwhyenuk, all excited to get fishing [four men on gravel beach next to airplane with tail number NC79912, Ray Petersen third right, Nonvianuk Lake]
.57 – Alaska ’48 – Nonwhyenuk, Russ & Ray rigging for trout [Russ Sprague and Ray Petersen setting up fishing poles on gravel beach with driftwood and low brush, Nonvianuk Lake]
.58 – Alaska ’48 – Nonwhyenuk, Russ landing trout [Russ Sprague angling in Nonvianuk Lake]
.59 – Alaska ’48 – Nonwhyenuk, Russ yelling “Fish on!” [Russ Sprague angling from lakeshore, Nonvianuk Lake]
.60 – Alaska ’48 – Nonwhyenuk, Len Hall caught in the act [Len Hall bending down to remove fish from line on lakeshore, man standing in lake in background, Nonvianuk Lake]
.61 – Alaska ’48 – Nanwhyenuk Lake, Bud with nice rainbow [Bud Branham holding fish and rod, Nonvianuk Lake. Removed from broken mount]
.62 – Alaska ’48 – Nanwhyenuk, It’s even a happy thrill to lose one [Bud Branham laughing while holding fishing rod, Nonvianuk Lake]
.63 – Alaska ’48 – Battle River, Bessie Thompson casting at river outlet [Bessie Thompson angling in lake]
.64 – Alaska ’48 – Battle River, Bessie Thompson with typical rainbow [Bessie Thompson holding large fish. Cf. 197]
.65 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik, Tikchik, Shorty casting into pool [man standing in shallow lake, mountain in background]
.66 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik, Tikchik, Jerry making his way to Shorty [two men standing in lake, mountain in background]
.67 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik, Tikchik, Jerry & Shorty at work [two men angling in lake, mountain in background]
.68 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik, Tikchik, upstream from outlet [man angling in river, mountains at left]
.69 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik Lake, Bud fishing Kulik stream [Bud Branham angling in river]
.70 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik Lake, Bud fishing Kulik stream [Bud Branham angling in river]
.71 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik Lake, Bud fishing Kulik stream [Bud Branham angling in river]
.72 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik, Tikchik, Jerry making his way to Shorty [two men standing in lake, mountain in background]
.73 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik, Tikchik, Jerry & Shorty at work [two men angling in lake, mountain in background]
.74 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik Lake, cradled by mountains [scenic]
.75 – Alaska ’48 – Kulik, Tikchik, air view of stream outlet [aerial]
.76 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lake, Bud with mackinaw [Bud Branham holding lake trout and fishing rod]
.77 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lake, fishing bum with mackinaw [probably Don Horter holding lake trout and fishing rod]
.78 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lakes from air [aerial]
.79 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lakes from air [aerial]
.80 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lakes from air [aerial]
.81 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lakes, head of Allen River [aerial. Removed from broken mount]
.82 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lakes, head of Allen River [aerial]
.83 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lakes, verdant green & blue [aerial]
.84 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lakes, verdant green & blue [aerial]
.85 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lakes, verdant green & blue [aerial]
.86 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lakes, verdant green & blue [aerial]
.87 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lake, rainbow heaven [aerial. Removed from broken mount]
.88 – Alaska ’48 – Tikchik Lake, rainbow heaven [aerial. Removed from broken mount]
.89 – Alaska ’47 – Bud Branham with Talarik rainbows [Bud Branham crouched on rocky shore holding fish]
.90 – Alaska ’47 – Upper Tal, Marion Hopkins with rainbow caught on 3-oz. rod [Bud Branham holding fish on Talachulitna River]
.91 – Alaska ’47 – Lower Tal, Marnie & Bud Branham [Marnie Branham wearing sunglasses and holding fishing rod, both standing on bank of Talachulitna River]
.92 – Alaska ’47 – Marion fishing Lower Tal (wonderful rainbow stream 1 hr. flying west of Anchorage) [distant view of two people angling in Talachulitna River. Removed from broken mount]
.93 – Alaska ’47 – Marnie & Marion at Lower Tal (wonderful rainbow stream 1 hr. flying west of Anchorage) [Marnie Branham & Marion Hopkins standing in Talachulitna River, man walking next to driftwood on gravel beach behind]
.94 – Alaska ’47 – Marion & Bud crossing Lower Tal (wonderful rainbow stream 1 hr. flying west of Anchorage) [Marnie Branham & Bud Branham standing in Talachulitna River, Marnie holding fishing rod, Bud holding string of fish, man angling in background. Removed from broken mount]
.95 – Alaska ’47 – Marnie on bank of Lower Tal [Marnie Branham carrying rod while walking along riverbank of Talachulitna River]
.97 – Alaska ’47 – Kahanok, Bud Branham fishing stream [Bud angling from riverbank, Kokhanok?]
.98 – Alaska ’48 – Fifth Lake, Bud at “dolly” headquarters [Bud Branham angling in lake]
.99 – Alaska ’47 – Bear Lake (named because of a close call with brownie), Clarence Rhode, Fish & Wildlife [distant view of man angling in lake]
.100 – Alaska ’47 – Bear Lake (named because of a close call with brownie), Clarence Rhode, Fish & Wildlife [man angling on lakeshore]
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.101 – Alaska ’48 – Lake Clark, still life a la mackinaw [still life with fish, rod and reel]
.102 – Alaska ’48 – Tenalian Pt., water & sky designs [fish trap in water, Lake Clark. Identified by John Branson as Hardenberg Bay in front of the Babe and Mary Alsworth homestead, looking northeast toward Lake Clark Pass]
.103 – Alaska ’48 – Wattamoose, Ray, Hugh, Russ & Otto [right to left: Ray Petersen, Hugh, Russ Sprague, and Otto wearing rain gear and holding fishing rods, Wattamuse Creek]
.104 – Alaska ’48 – Wattamoose, “Queenie” climbing up from creek [woman holding fishing rod and creel walking up steep hill, Wattamuse Creek]
.105 – Alaska ’47 – Judd Lake, Bud Branham watching baking trout [Bud Branham holding bottles of soda pop, standing next to camp fire with fish being cooked on planks, supplies on ground, airplane with tail number NC79905 in background]
.106 – Alaska ’47 – Judd Lake, Marion, Bud & Dean with trout lunch. Note method of cooking trout [Marion Hopkins, Bud Branham, and Dean on gravel beach with camp fire, dishware and supplies on ground next to driftwood. Cf. .198]
.107 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Bob at morning chore [man shaving at mirror hanging on small cabin]
.108 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Bob at Slate Creek mouth [man angling in river]
.109 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Grant leaving river at Iron Creek [man walking along river]
110 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim Creek, Bob who looked like a friar [man wearing rain gear and holding rod sitting on gravel beach]
111 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Bob & Grant study pool [two men standing in river]
112 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Bob & Grant heading downstream [two men walking in gravely riverbed. Removed from broken mount]
113 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Grant and his best friend [dog standing in river near man angling. Removed from broken mount]
114 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Bob & Edie gathering tackle at camp [Bob and Edie Cole in front of small cabin, Bob holding rod, Edie taking one down from roof]
115 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Edie Cole landing grayling [Edie Cole standing in lake, bending over to take fish off line, man angling in background]
116 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Edie below State Creek [Edie Cole standing on riverbank]
117 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Edie at productive riffle [Edie Cole wearing rain gear, angling in river]
118 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Edie at productive riffle [Edie Cole wearing rain gear, angling in river]
119 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Pat lining rod [woman setting up fishing rod]
120 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Pat sees him! [woman wearing rain gear, angling in river]
121 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Pat realizes she has one on! [woman wearing rain gear, angling in river]
122 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Pat hooks one! [woman wearing rain gear, angling in river]
123 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Binks Siefert fishing at State Creek [man with creel angling in river]
124 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim Creek, Binks & Hazel Siefert study fishing hat [Binks Siefert and Hazel Siefert in Kougarok Railroad car named Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe, looking at hat. Cf. B2013.006.4.33]
125 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, Binks & Hazel leaving camp [Binks Siefert carrying creel and possibly tripod, Hazel Siefert walking behind him, man standing next to small cabin in background]
126 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, warmth in the arctic drizzle [man and two women smoking cigarettes standing around camp fire, probably Binks and Hazel Siefert with Edie Cole]
127 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim Creek, welcome blue after rainy week [man standing on riverbank under partly cloudy sky]
128 – Alaska ’48 – Pilgrim River, sunset on State Creek pool [scenic. Removed from broken mount]
129 – Alaska ’47 – Juneau, Hermia Darnell aboard “Donjac” with king salmon [Hermia Darnell fishing from deck of boat]
130 – Alaska ’47 – Juneau, Rod with small king salmon (Marge Williams in foreground) [man and woman in small boat, Rod holding fish, Marge Williams holding fishing rod]
131 – Alaska ’47 – Juneau, view from salmon grounds [man fishing from boat]
132 – Alaska ’47 – Juneau, salmon sport fishing craft out of Auke Bay, Hebert Glacier background [two men fishing from boat]
133 – Alaska ’47 – Juneau, salmon sport fishing craft out of Auke Bay, Hebert Glacier background [scenic]
.134 – Alaska ’47 – Ketchikan, seine boat with salmon scow passing channel enroute traps to south [fishing boat under way, buildings on shore in background]

.135 – Alaska ’47 – Ward Cove near Ketchikan, rain interlude, color & atmosphere typical of Alaska [Ward Cove Cannery buildings and docks]

.136 – Alaska ’47 – Rainy Pass, famed pass thru Alaska Range between Anchorage & McGrath [aerial]

.137 – Alaska ’48 – Holy Cross, from slough to Yukon [Northern Consolidated Airlines Stinson Reliant floatplane at left, with possibly fish trap at right near two riverboats tied to shore]

.138 – Alaska ’48 – Aniak, Kuskokwim Indian fixing salmon to dry [Alaska Native woman cleaning fish on table in river, pile of roe at right. At AFN 2018, identified as Nora Bobby of Lime Village on the Stony River]

.139 – Alaska ’48 – Kuskokwim Indian fixing salmon to dry (Aniak) [Alaska Native woman cleaning fish on table over river, same woman as in .138]

.140 – Alaska ’48 – Aniak, typical river scenes from bank top [view from bluff down on fish camp processing area, with cleaning table, nets on racks, riverboat]

.141 – Alaska ’48 – Aniak, salmon rack on riverbank

.142 – Alaska ’48 – Aniak, river boat construction [man working on wooden riverboat frame outdoors]

.143 – Alaska ’48 – Aniak, Sam’s store, mecca of rivermen [men and boys sitting on steps of Independent Trading Store]


.145 – Alaska ’47 – Nunapitchuk (Kuskokwim), Eskimo belles in fall parkas. Note red cheeks (probable t.b.) [group of children standing next to tent and log cabin. Cf. B2013.006.2.371. At AFN 2016, boy third from left identified as Toopelook, boy fourth from left as Anders]

.146 – Alaska ’48 – Platinum, Eskimo mothers [two Yupik women and four children standing on tundra. At AFN 2018, woman at left tentatively identified as Mrs. Sam Fletcher]

.147 – Alaska ’47 – Bethel, Nunivak Eskimo demonstrating harpoon technique to Ray Petersen [Yupik man wearing driving cap hurling harpoon, Ray Petersen standing at right. At AFN 2017, spear type identified as that used for seal hunting in four lower Yukon River villages of Emmonak, Kotlik, Alakanuk and Nunam Iqua. Location suggested as Naknek]

.148 – Alaska ’48 – Bethel, typical Eskimo cannery worker [Yupik woman wearing headscarf seated outdoors. At AFN 2018, tentatively identified as last name Teeluk]

.149 – Alaska ’48 – Bethel, Gene Snow’s father & native belles [barge pilot with four female passengers, Yupik women wearing Western clothing. Removed from broken mount. At AFN 2017, women identified left to right as possibly Maggie Lind, possibly Bessie, Hannah Andrew Lamont, and Carrie Ruvalcava]

.150 – Alaska ’47 – Bethel, Bering Sea sunset [scenic. Removed from broken mount]
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.152 – Alaska ’48 – Naknek, sunset on river [scenic]

.153 – Alaska ’48 – Naknek, sunset on river [scenic]

.154 – Alaska ’47 – Sleitmut, air view of trading post and river tow [aerial of Sleetmute]
Alaska ‘47 – Sleitmut, Nick Mellick shows native wicker fish trap [man holding fish trap standing next to cabin, Sleetmute]

Alaska ‘47 – Sleitmut, wood-burning “Wallace Langley” makes 5 trips a season between Bethel & McGrath [man standing next to pile of fuel wood on deck of riverboat, two men on upper deck, Sleetmute]

Alaska ‘47 – Sleitmut, Indian woman & baby on porch of trading post [Alaska Native woman holding infant, three men sitting on porch, man with back to camera possibly Ray Petersen, Sleetmute. At AFN 2018, location tentatively identified as Nixie Melleck’s place]

Alaska ‘47 – Sleitmut, long narrow, swift boat used by Kuskokwim Indians [four people and dog riding in riverboat, logs in water in foreground, Sleetmute]

Alaska ‘47 – Sleitmut, sunset on the Hoholitna River (tributary of Kuskokwim) [scenic, Sleetmute]

Alaska ‘48 – Nulato, Russian graveyard along Yukon [American flag flying over cemetery]

Alaska ‘47 – Kotzebue, late evening shot of net & drying rack – note piece of meat & walrus skins

Alaska ‘48 – Anchorage, stowing rods aboard Electra [three men stowing baggage on Northern Consolidated Airlines Lockheed Electra airplane]

Alaska ‘47 – Anchorage, sunset from #301 Westward – over Cook Inlet [scenic]

Alaska ‘47 – Anchorage, sunset from #301 Westward – over Cook Inlet [scenic]

Alaska ‘47 – Anchorage, sunset from #301 Westward – over Cook Inlet [scenic]

Alaska ‘48 – Eklutna, Anchorage water supply [distant view of Eklutna dam]

Alaska ‘47 – Fairbanks, highway bridge & cloud over Chena Slough [Chena River Bridge, with boats and floatplane in slough]

Alaska ‘47 – Fairbanks, brilliant birch on road to college [autumn scenic]

Alaska ‘48 – Glen Highway, Palmer bridge over Knik River [distant view of Knik River bridge on old Glenn Highway]

Alaska ‘47 – Highway vista a few miles south of Eureka [scenic of river valley on Glenn Highway]

Alaska ‘48 – Glen Highway, foliage & snow [scenic on Glenn Highway]

Alaska ‘48 – Glen Highway, a raging torrent when snows melt [scenic of riverbed on Glenn Highway. Removed from broken mount]

Alaska ‘48 – Glen Highway, a raging torrent when snows melt [scenic of riverbed on Glenn Highway]

Alaska ‘47 – Gulkana sunset [scenic]

Alaska ‘47 – Sunset at Gulkana [scenic]

Alaska ‘48 – Chitina, Marion photographing prize sled dog [Marion Hopkins and unidentified man in dog yard, log cabin at left]

Alaska ‘48 – Chitina, a canyon lake of blue [scenic of lake]

Alaska ‘48 – Chitina, Copper River valley & Mt. Sanford [scenic of river valley]

Alaska ‘47 – Early morning view of Mt. Drum (Wrangell Range) from highway south of Copper Center [scenic overlooking river valley. Removed from broken mount]

Alaska ‘48 – Copper River, overlooking valley toward Mt. Wrangell [scenic]
.181 – Alaska ’47 – Lake George Glacier, air shots (about ½ hr. flying time in Widgeon east of Matanuska) [aerial of glacier and lake]
.182 – Alaska ’47 – Lake George Glacier [aerial of glacier and river]
.183 – Alaska ’47 – Lake George Glacier, little known glacier forms lake, dumps as water pressure breaks thru lower section of glacier [aerial of glacier]
.184 – Alaska ’47 – Lake George Glacier, little known glacier forms lake, dumps as water pressure breaks thru lower section of glacier [aerial of glacier]
.185 – Alaska ’47 – Keystone Canyon, Bridal Veil Falls [scenic]
.186 – Alaska ’47 – Valdez, falls in Mineral Creek valley [scenic of waterfall]
.187 – Alaska ’47 – Thompson’s Pass, “natural barrier” on highway swerves at foot of glacier, closed by snow& ice 8 mos. of year [scenic]
.188 – Alaska ’48 – Valdez, glacier silt, blue & white [scenic of river valley]
.189 – Alaska ’47 – Kodiak, Women’s Bay [bird’s eye view of Womens Bay]
.190 – Alaska ’48 – Kodiak, mid-afternoon rain squall [scenic]
.191 – Alaska ’48 – Kodiak, Shillikof Strait’s rare beauty [scenic of Shelikof Strait]
.192 – Alaska ’48 – Kodiak, Shillikof Strait’s rare beauty [scenic of Shelikof Strait. Removed from broken mount]
.193 – Alaska ’47 – Sitka, view of Silver Bay from highway. Note cross of snow on mountain peak [scenic]
.194 – Alaska ’47 – Sitka, Mt. Edgecombe across Island Bay [scenic]

2018 Addendum
.195 – Alaska ’48 – Kukaklek Lake, Bud with nice rainbow [Bud Branham holding fish]
.196 – Alaska ’48 – Upper Tal, Marion Hopkins [Marion holding fish on Talachulitna River]
.197 – Alaska ’48 – Battle River, Bessie Thompson with typical rainbow [Bessie Thompson holding large fish. Cf. .64]
.198 – Alaska ’47 – Judd Lake, Marion, Bud & Dean with trout lunch. Note method of cooking trout [Marion Hopkins, Bud Branham, and Dean on gravel beach with camp fire, dishware and supplies on ground next to driftwood. Cf. .106]
.199 – Alaska ’47 – Judd Lake, Marion & Bud with trout baking in front of fire – note trout on split green wood [Bud Branham and Marion Hopkins posed next to camp fire with fish being cooked on planks, supplies on ground, airplane in background]
.200 – Alaska ’47 – Judd Lake, Marion Hopkins and Bud Branham [Marion standing on riverbank holding fish, Bud sitting on log at left with blood on his hands]

Guide updated: October 9, 2019